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eve of a rare jubilee, when the Princes of the German
Bund will do homage to the venerable monarch on the
sixtieth anniversary of his reign. The Emperor's person has
come to embody the ideal of unconditional loyalty. He is
the rock upon whose endurance rulers and nations count."
" The Aged Emperor has become popular even in Italy/*
Senator Blaserna remarked. . . .
Asked if he would not venture to prophesy whether the
future of the nations would evolve along lines of increasing
national consciousness or in the direction of internationalism,
the Chancellor observed:
" To-day all are national. A statesman must not oppose
national feeling."
And he continued : " Nowadays it is everywhere Parlia-
ment and Press that are prone to outbursts of nationalism
and it often falls to the statesmen to moderate them. The time
has gone by when the whims of individuals could bring about
war. Now wars are the outcome of public opinion and the
statesmen have to apply the brake everywhere. Parliament
and Press can now exercise a very baneful influence on
international relations, but also a very beneficial one. . « ,"
When I expressed to the Chancellor astonishment that in
spite of his admiration of Schopenhauer he should give the
impression of being an optimist, he said : cc It is possible to
combine a confident attitude towards one's own work with a
theoretically pessimistic view of life. . . ."
Countess Annina Morosoni was mentioned—the beautiful
Venetian the Kaiser is so fond of and visits whenever he comes
to Venice. I had thought the Prince did not know her, but he
remarked with a laugh : " You underestimate my education.
That would have been tantamount to having stayed in Venice
without seeing St. Mark's, or a crimen lasts Venetia almost as
serious as if a contemporary of Catarina Cornaros had come to
Venice without seeing that famous woman."
The Prince added a few words in praise of the Countess's
radiant eyes: " I think they're the kind of eyes Homer
describes as yXau/cSin?."
We then talked of ancient Venice, The Prince recalled how
Rousseau had once worked there as secretary to the Ftench
Minister to the Republic of Venice. " At that time he was
condemned to copy out his chief's reports. He sought
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